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Abstract

In order to solve the problem of anomaly analysis in dis-
tributed firewalls, a rule anomaly detection method based
on spatial relationship comparison is proposed. Firstly,
all firewall rules on the network path are mapped into the
Firewall Design Matrix(FDM) in reverse order to form
independent unit space sets. Secondly, the unit space
overlap of all the upstream firewalls corresponding to the
most downstream firewall FWd is obtained. Then this
overlap is mapped to the rule space of FWd, where the
uncovered area of FWd is the desired shadowing anomaly.
For spuriousness anomaly, we first calculate the unit space
overlap of all downstream firewalls corresponding to the
most upstream firewall FWu and then map the overlap
to the rule space of FWu, where the uncovered area of
FWu is the desired spuriousness anomaly. Simulation re-
sults show that this method can accurately and efficiently
detect all the rule shadowing anomalies and spuriousness
anomalies.

Keywords: Anomaly Detecting; Distributed Firewall;
Firewall Policy; Policy Anomaly Analysis

1 Introduction

Firewalls are critical components of network security and
are deployed at the entrances between a private network
and the Internet to monitor all incoming and outgoing
packets. The function of a firewall is to examine the field
values of every packet and decide whether to accept or
discard a packet according to the firewall policies. The
policy is specified as a sequence of rules, each of which
has a predicate over some packet header fields and a de-
cision to be performed upon the packets that match the
predicate. With the rapid development of the Internet,
it is more and more difficult to efficiently manage fire-
wall rules as the number of rules increases. It is known

that the rules in a firewall policy are logically entangled
because of conflicts among rules and the resulting order
sensitivity [23]. Ordering the rules correctly in a firewall
is critical and difficult.

In a traditional perimeter firewall environment, the lo-
cal firewall policy may include intra-firewall anomalies,
where the same packet may match multiple filtering rules.
Moreover, in distributed firewall environment, firewalls
might also have inter-firewall anomalies when individual
firewalls in the same path perform different filtering ac-
tions on the same traffic [1]. Therefore, the administra-
tor must give special attention not only to all rule rela-
tions in the same firewall in order to determine the cor-
rect rule order, but also to all relations between rules in
different firewalls, in order to determine the proper rule
placement in the proper firewall. In addition, a typical
large-scale enterprise network might involve hundreds of
rules that might be written by different administrators at
different times. This significantly increases the potential
of anomaly occurrence in the firewall policy, jeopardizing
the security of the protected network. Therefore, the ef-
fectiveness of firewall security depends on the provision
of policy analysis techniques that network administrators
can use to analyze the correctness of written firewall fil-
tering rules.

In this paper, we address the problem of anomaly anal-
ysis in distributed firewalls. Our work presents a signif-
icant contribution in this field since it offers a new ap-
proach to analyze anomalies within distributed firewall
filtering rules, which is based on the complete definition of
anomalies stated in the work of Al-Shaer and Hamed [1].
Our paradigm is based on a two-stage analysis process. In
the first stage, for intra-firewall anomalies, we design an
approach to eliminate them while maintaining the con-
sistency, compactness and completeness of the original
firewall rules [10]. In the second stage, we propose a new
approach to analyze inter-firewall anomalies based on the
comparison of rule spatial relation, this method can ac-
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curately and efficiently discover the shadowing anomalies
and spuriousness anomalies of distributed firewall policy.
The approach is also very effective, performance analysis
and simulation results show that the algorithm has a high
execution efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the re-
lated work is presented in Section 2; then we define the
intra-firewall anomalies, and present the algorithm for
elimination of them in Section 3. In Section 4, we first give
the classification and detection algorithm of inter-firewall
anomalies, followed by the analysis of experimental results
in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Although distributed firewall policy analysis has been
given strong attention in the research community, some
excellent algorithms and corresponding tools are mostly
focused on the problems of rule design, rule compression
and rule conflict detection for traditional perimeter fire-
walls [8–10, 14, 16], while methods and tools for anomaly
detection of distributed firewall policies are not many
yet [17,18,22].

Nowadays, the design, optimization and management
of firewall policies have attracted wide attention of re-
searchers, the problem of firewall policy design is to de-
sign corresponding firewall rules according to the network
security requirements described by natural language. At
present, the common method is to define and analyze fire-
wall security policies using specific design models, such as
Trie binary tree [3], FDD [10], FDM [8] et al, and then
generate filtering rules through policy mapping. In our
prior work [8], an approach to designing firewall based on
multidimensional matrix was proposed. Specifically, we
developed a new designing model, namely firewall design
matrix (FDM), and the corresponding construction algo-
rithm for mapping firewall rules to FDM, whose consis-
tency and compactness can be achieved by the construc-
tion algorithm, and then a firewall generation algorithm
was proposed to generate the target firewall rules equiva-
lent to the original ones while maintaining the complete-
ness.

During the process of firewall filtering packets, when a
packet matches two or more rules at the same time and
the decision of these rules differs, rules conflict. At this
time, data packets are processed according to the decision
defined by the high priority rule. Generally speaking, rule
conflicts need to be detected and eliminated as many as
possible, otherwise some packets will be filtered incor-
rectly, which will bring some adverse consequences to the
network. At present, most of the research on rule con-
flict focuses on the traditional perimeter firewall, includ-
ing conflict classification, conflict detection and conflict
elimination.

The classification of rule conflicts have a detailed dis-
cussion in [11]. The traditional perimeter firewall rule
conflicts are classified as shadowing anomaly, correla-

tion anomaly, generalization anomaly and redundancy
anomaly. Rule conflict detection is to find all conflict rule
pairs in a rule set, or to find all rules that conflict with a
rule set. Conflict elimination technology refers to the rule
set does not have any conflict rules after rule conflicts
are eliminated. Literature [12] compares and analyzes
the inconsistent parts of rule decision-making in each seg-
ment to detect rule conflicts and to eliminate them by
adjusting the order of rules. But because rules often span
multiple segments, it is possible to introduce anomalies
to other segments when adjusting the order of rules in
one segment. Moreover, in some cases, no matter how to
adjust, it can not achieve the purpose of eliminating con-
flicts [2]. In addition, with the development of network
applications, the number of firewall rules is increasing, it
is too complicated to detect and eliminate conflicts man-
ually by administrators, even though recent studies have
been trying to resolve errors among polices and optimize
a performance of firewall [4, 7, 21]. For this reason, it is
important to reveal policy conflicts and potential prob-
lems automatically, and provide an intuitive solution to
the network administrator. F.Chen et al. presented a
method to automatically detect rule anomalies [6], they
first defined a fault model includes five types of faults:
wrong order, missing rules, wrong decisions, wrong pred-
icates, and wrong extra rules. For each type of fault,
they proposed a correction technique based on the passed
and failed tests of a firewall policy,where the passed and
failed tests are automated generated and classified based
on packet generation and classify techniques [13]. The ap-
proach is effective to correct a faulty firewall policy with
faults of wrong order, wrong decisions, and wrong extra
rules, but it is not ideal for the correction results of two
types of faults: missing rules and wrong predicates.

In distributed firewall environment, the local firewall
policy may include intra-firewall anomalies, and might
also have inter-firewall anomalies when individual fire-
walls in the same path perform different filtering actions
on the same traffic. In [1], Al-Shaer and Hamed classified
various intra-firewall and inter-firewall anomalies, promi-
nent of which being Shadowing, Redundancy, Correlation
and Generalization. Based on the specified anomalies,
a Firewall Policy Advisor tool (FPA) was developed to
detect the existing firewall anomalies in the specified net-
work. The disadvantages of the tool include detection of
only pair wise firewall anomalies. Similar to FPA, Lihua
Yuan et al. [24] introduced Fireman, a toolkit for anomaly
analysis in distributed firewalls, while it evaluates firewall
configurations as a whole piece rather than just limiting
to relation between two firewall rules. Chi-Shih Chao pro-
posed an anomaly diagnosis system in which a RAR (Rule
Anomaly Relation) tree is created based on ACL’s [5].
The system detect inter- as well as intra-firewall anoma-
lies in a feasible time range. Also, the system suggests
network administrators regarding correction in behavior
mismatching errors. In [19], Pedditi et al. presented a
design of a new protocol namely FIEP (Firewall Infor-
mation Exchange Protocol) which provides a communi-
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cation mechanism for distributed firewalls to communi-
cate with each other. Like the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) that enables routers to exchange routing infor-
mation, the firewalls can automatically check for incon-
sistencies in their firewall configuration through message
passing. The disadvantages of the protocol include the
need to change the existing enterprise hardware which
is time consuming and expensive, difficult to implement
in existing networks. In order to solve the problem of
insufficient usability caused by the limitations of text in-
terface and the complexity of practical use, K. Taeyong et
al. presented a three-dimensional hierarchical visualiza-
tion method F/Wvis for intuitive ACL management and
analysis [15]. F/Wvis can provide in-depth user interface
through hierarchical visualization method, support ACL
management of large-scale networks and analysis of policy
details and exceptions.

In this paper, we will discuss the inter- and intra-
firewall anomalies in detail along with the definition of
distributed firewall network model in [1], which is the ba-
sis of our anomaly analysis of the distributed firewall poli-
cies.

3 Analysis and Detection of Intra-
firewall Anomalies

3.1 Intra-firewall Anomaly Definition

Packet classification is performed by sequentially match-
ing the packet against firewall rules until a match is found.
If the rules are independent of each other, the order be-
tween them is inessential. However, it is very common
to have firewall rules interrelated while their decisions are
different. In this case, the rules in a firewall policy are
logically entangled because of conflicts and the resulting
order sensitivity.

Therefore, an intra-firewall policy anomaly is defined
as the existence of two or more filtering rules that may
match the same packet, or the existence of a rule that can
never match any packet that cross the firewall [10].

3.2 Intra-firewall Anomaly Classification

According to the definition of policy anomaly, the rule
configuration anomaly can be classified as conflict, incom-
plete and redundancy. Take the firewall which has four
rules as an example:

r1:F1∈[0,8] ∧ F2∈[3,7] →accept,

r2:F1∈[0,9] ∧ F2∈[3,9] →discard,

r3:F1∈[2,7] ∧ F2∈[3,6] →accept,

r4:F1∈[0,8] ∧ F2∈[0,3] →accept.

Although the number of rules in this firewall is small,
it exemplifies all the three problems of firewall, namely
consistency, completeness and compactness. Consistency
means that the rules are ordered correctly, completeness
means that every packet satisfies at least one rule in the

firewall, and compactness means that the firewall has no
redundant rules [10].

The two rules r1 and r2 are conflicting because there
are packets whose fields satisfy the predicates of both r1
and r2 (for example, a packet with F1∈[0,8] ∧ F2∈[3,7]
can satisfy the predicates of both r1 and r2) and these
two rules have different decisions. Therefore, the relative
order of these two rules with respect to one another in
the sequence of rules becomes very critical. The relative
order of rules r1 and r2 is likely a consistency error. The
second error in the above rule sequence is that any packet
with F1∈[9,9] ∧ F2∈[0,2] does not satisfy the predicate of
any of the four rules. Such an error is referred to as a
completeness error, which can be corrected by adding one
new rule r5:F1∈[0,9] ∧ F2∈[0,9]→discard. The third error
in the above rule sequence is that r3 is redundant. That
is to say, if rule r3 is removed, the effect of the resulting
policy will be unchanged. Such an error is referred to as
a compactness error.

3.3 Intra-firewall Anomaly Analysis

In [8], we proposed a firewall rule design method based
on multidimensional matrix. By mapping the rules into
multidimensional matrix in reverse order, the object rules
are non-redundant, conflict-free and completed.

For simplicity, we consider a two-dimensional firewall
policy which contains six rules,

r1:F1∈[2,6] ∧ F2∈[4,6] →accept,
r2:F1∈[8,9] ∧ F2∈[8,9] →accept,
r3:F1∈[3,5] ∧ F2∈[0,5] →accept,
r4:F1∈[7,8] ∧ F2∈[0,5] →discard,
r5:F1∈[6,8] ∧ F2∈[0,5] →accept,
r6:F1∈[0,8] ∧ F2∈[0,9] →discard.
After mapping these rules into the multidimen-

sional matrix, we obtain three independent unit spaces:
[(3,6)(0,6)],[(8,9)(8,9)],[(2,2)(4,6)], the corresponding fire-
wall rules are

r1:F1∈[3,6] ∧ F2∈[0,6] →accept,
r2:F1∈[8,9] ∧ F2∈[8,9] →accept,
r3:F1∈[2,2] ∧ F2∈[4,6] →accept,
r4:F1∈[0,9] ∧ F2∈[0,9] →discard.
It can be seen that the semantics of the object rules

are the same as the original policy, while the generated
rules r1,r2,r3 are independent of each other without any
redundancy and conflicts, and r4 ensures the complete-
ness.

4 Analysis and Detection of Inter-
firewall Anomalies

4.1 Inter-firewall Anomaly Definition

In general, an inter-firewall anomaly may exist if any two
firewalls on a network path take different filtering actions
on the same traffic. Referring to Figure 1, we assume a
traffic flowing from domain D1 to domain D2. At any
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Figure 1: Cascaded firewall isolating domains D1 and D2

point on this path in the direction of flow, a preceding
firewall is called an upstream firewall, whereas a follow-
ing firewall is called a downstream firewall. The closest
firewall (FW1) to the flow source domain (D1) is called the
most upstream firewall, while the closest firewall (FWn)
to the flow destination domain (D2) is called the most
downstream firewall.

Even if each firewall policy in the network does not
contain the rule anomalies described in Section 3, there
could be anomalies between policies of different firewalls.
For example, an upstream firewall might block a traffic
that is permitted by a downstream firewall or vice versa.

As defined in [1], using the network model as shown in
Figure 1, for any traffic flowing from domain D1 to domain
D2, an anomaly exists if one of the following conditions
holds:

1) The most downstream firewall accepts a traffic that
is blocked by any of the upstream firewalls;

2) The most upstream firewall permits a traffic that is
blocked by any of the downstream firewalls;

3) A downstream firewall denies a traffic that is already
blocked by the most upstream firewall.

At the same time, all upstream firewalls should per-
mit any traffic that is permitted by the most downstream
firewall in order that the flow can reach the destination.

4.2 Inter-firewall Anomaly Classification

In the cascaded firewall network shown in Figure 1, it is
assumed that there are no anomalies in the intra-firewall.
According to the definition of distributed firewall policy
anomaly, if the downstream firewall denies the traffic that
has been blocked by the most upstream firewall, a redun-
dancy anomaly will occur. However, we note that accord-
ing to the definition of intra-firewall anomaly analysis, af-
ter eliminating the intra-firewall anomaly, all rules are ac-
cept except for the last default rule. Considering that the
firewall policy follows the principle of ”reject everything
that is not explicitly allowed”, and from the perspective
of ensuring the integrity of the rule, we accept the redun-
dancy of this rejection rule. Therefore, for the ”condition
in definition of the distributed firewall policy anomaly:
the downstream firewall denies the traffic blocked by the

most upstream firewall.”, we do not define this condi-
tion as a policy anomaly when detecting the inter-firewall
anomalies. In other words, we focus on the following two
types of policy anomalies:

1) Shadowing anomaly (Ash): the shadowing anomaly
occurs if the upstream firewall blocks the network
traffic accepted by a downstream firewall;

2) Spuriousness anomaly (Asp): the spuriousness
anomaly occurs if the upstream firewall permits the
network traffic denied by a downstream firewall.

4.3 Inter-firewall Anomaly Detection Al-
gorithm

In this section, we firstly define the related concepts of
our approach, and then introduce the algorithm for de-
tecting Inter-firewall anomalies. Table 1 lists the nota-
tions used in this article. Taking the distributed firewall
network shown in Figure 1 as an example, there are n
cascaded firewalls between domains D1 and D2, named
FW1,FW2,. . . ,FWn respectively. It is assumed that these
n firewalls in the network have been processed by the rule
mapping method based on multidimensional matrix [8],
which means that the rules in each firewall are indepen-
dent of each other and have decision accept, except for
the last default discard rule. For simplicity, we use blank
strips to describe the ”accept” firewall rule, as shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3. According to the classification of
inter-firewall anomalies, in the first case, if an upstream
firewall blocks the traffic allowed by the most downstream
firewall FWn, a shadowing anomaly Ash will occur. In an-
other case, a spuriousness anomaly Asp occurs when the
most upstream firewall FW1 allows traffic discarded by a
downstream firewall.

Table 1: Notations used in this article

Notation Paraphrase

Fi The ith dimension
D(Fi) Domain of Fi

FWi The ith Firewall
FWu The most upstream firewall
FWd The most downstream firewall
R Firewall rule
US Unit space
Mk A k -dimensional matrix
FDM Firewall design matrix model
Ash Shadowing anomaly
Asp Spuriousness anomaly

4.3.1 Shadowing Anomaly Detection

Suppose there are four cascaded firewalls in the network
path, named FW1,FW2,FW3 and FW4 respectively, and
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Figure 2: Detecting shadowing anomaly

the blank strip represents the corresponding area of the
firewall accept rules, as shown in Figure 2. According
to the definition of Ash, shadowing anomaly detection is
equivalent to locating the strip that filled with crossing
lines. In this case, we first calculate the overlapping area
of all the three upstream firewalls accepting rules, denoted
as FW1 ∧ FW2 ∧ FW3; Then we change the decision of
rule in this area to discard and map it to the most down-
stream firewall FW4; Finally, we obtain the shadowing
anomaly Ash.

Next, let us take FW1 and FW2 as examples to illus-
trate how to calculate firewall overlap. First, the decision
of the strip area [1,9] representing FW1 is changed to dis-
card and mapped to the corresponding area [3,10] of FW2,
as shown in Figure 2. At this time, the uncovered area
of FW2 is [9,10]; Then we change the decision of these
rules to discard and map them again to the original area
[3,10] of FW2, where the uncovered area [3,9] of FW2 is
the overlap of FW1 and FW2.

According to this method, the overlapping areas of
FW1,FW2 and FW3 can be calculated as [3,7] and [8,9].
Finally, the decision of these rules in the overlapping area
is changed to discard and mapped to the most down-
stream firewall FW4, where the uncovered area [7,8] of
FW4 is the shadowing anomaly Ash we seek. This means
that the most downstream firewall FW4 allows packets
in [7,8], which are blocked by upstream firewalls, that
means a shadowing anomaly occurs in this area. In addi-
tion, based on this algorithm, we can obtain the shadow-
ing anomaly between any two firewalls on the distributed
firewall network path.

Take any network path in the distributed fire-
wall network, assuming that there are n firewalls
FW1,FW2,. . . ,FWn in the network path, where FW1 is
the most upstream firewall, FWn is the most downstream
firewall, and FWi is the upstream firewall of FWj(i < j ).

Our algorithm includes the following three steps: (1)
map all upstream firewall rules of the most downstream
firewall into a multidimensional matrix to form a set of
independent unit spaces. (2) calculate the unit space over-

lap of all upstream firewalls. (3) generate the correspond-
ing firewall rules from the overlapping unit space, change
the rule decision to discard and map it to the multidi-
mensional matrix corresponding to the most downstream
firewall. In this case, the unit space area that uncovered
by the most downstream firewall is called the Shadowing
Anomaly Ash.

1) Rule mapping and rule generating
According to the rule mapping idea of FDM method,
any rule with the form F1 ∈ D(F1) ∧ . . .∧ Fk ∈ D(Fk)
→decision can be mapped to k -dimensional matrix
Mk. In the mapping process, the area with accept
decision is represented by independent unit spaces
US (k -dimensional matrix unit). In order to gen-
erate the corresponding firewall rules from the unit
spaces, all unit spaces are arranged in descending or-
der according to their area size, and the correspond-
ing firewall rules are respectively generated according
to the sorted unit spaces.

2) Calculating the overlapping unit spaces
For the two unit spaces USi and USj , we first gen-
erate the corresponding rule set Ri based on USi,
where the rule decision of Ri is accept ; Then change
their decision to discard and map it to USj , at this
time, the overlapping area of USi and USj can be cov-
ered by rule Ri, and then we take the uncovered area
of USj to generate the corresponding rule Rj−i∧j ,
change its decision to discard and map it to the orig-
inal USj again, here the unit space not covered in
USj is the overlapping part of USi and USj , which is
recorded as USi∧j .

Referring to the above descriptions (1) and (2), the spe-
cific process of detecting inter-firewall shadowing anoma-
lies is described in Algorithm 1. The input of the main
algorithm is n firewalls FW1,. . . ,FWi,FWj ,. . . ,FWn in
a network path, in which FWi is the upstream firewall
of FWj(i < j ), the algorithm output is the Shadowing
anomaly (Ash).

4.3.2 Spuriousness Anomaly Detection

As shown in Figure 3, the blank strip represents the area
corresponding to the firewall acceptance rule. Accord-
ingly, spuriousness anomaly detection is equivalent to lo-
cating the shaded area filled with cross lines. We first
calculate the overlapping area of all downstream firewalls,
namely FW2 ∧ FW3 ∧ FW4; Then we change the decision
of the rule in this area to discard and map it to the most
upstream firewall FW1. The final area is the spuriousness
anomaly Asp.

Specifically, we first change the decision of the blank
strip representing FW2 to discard and map it to FW3, as
shown in Figure 3. At this time, the uncovered area of
FW3 is [8,10], we change the decision of this rule to discard
and map it to the original area [3,10] of FW3, here the un-
covered area [3,8] of FW3 is the overlapping part of FW2
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Algorithm 1 Inter-firewall Shadowing Anomaly Detec-
tion
1: Begin
2: map FW1,. . . ,FWn into Mk to form a set of unit

spaces US1,. . . ,USn.
3: for i :=1 to (n-2) do
4: USi+1 ← Overlap(USi,USi+1).
5: end for
6: generate rules Rn−1 from USn−1.
7: change the decision of Rn−1 to discard and map them

into USn.
8: return the uncovered unit spaces in USn, denoted as

Ash.
9: Overlap(USi,USj)

10: generate rules Ri from USi.
11: change the decision of Ri to discard and map them

into USj .
12: generate rules Rj−i∧j from the uncovered unit space

in USj .
13: change the decision of Rj−i∧j to discard and map

them into USj .
14: record the uncovered unit spaces in USj , which is the

overlap of USi and USj , denoted as USi∧j .
15: return USi∧j .
16: End

and FW3; Then, we change the decision of rule in [3,8] to
discard and map it to FW4, and obtain the overlapping
area [3,7] of FW2, FW3 and FW4. Finally, the decision of
the overlapping area is changed to discard and mapped to
the most upstream firewall FW1, where the uncovered ar-
eas [2,3],[7,9] of FW1 is the desired spuriousness anomaly
Asp. This means that the most upstream firewall FW1

permits packets in [2,3] and [7,9], which are blocked by
the downstream firewall, thus spuriousness anomalies oc-
cur in this area. In addition, based on this algorithm, we
can locate the spuriousness anomalies between any two
firewalls on the network path of the distributed firewall
environment.

The algorithm process includes the following three
steps: (1) all downstream firewall rules of the most up-
stream firewall are mapped by FDM method respec-
tively to obtain a series of independent unit spaces;
(2) calculate the overlap of all unit spaces correspond-
ing to the downstream firewall rules; (3) generate the
corresponding firewall rules from the overlapping area,
change the rule decision to discard and map them to the
multidimensional matrix corresponding to the most up-
stream firewall, in which the uncovered unit space area of
the most upstream firewall is the Spuriousness Anomaly
Asp. The input of the main algorithm is n firewalls
FW1,. . . ,FWi,FWj ,. . . ,FWn in a network path, in which
FWi is the upstream firewall of FWj(i < j ), the algorithm
output is the Spuriousness anomaly (Asp).

The execution process of function Overlap(USi,USi+1)
is the same as that of Algorithm 1. According to the idea
of our inter-firewall anomaly detection algorithm, the time

Figure 3: Detecting Spuriousness anomaly

Algorithm 2 Inter-firewall Spuriousness Anomaly De-
tection
1: Begin
2: map FW1,. . . ,FWn into Mk to form a set of unit

spaces US1,. . . ,USn.
3: for i :=2 to (n-1) do
4: USi+1 ← Overlap(USi,USi+1).
5: end for
6: generate rules Rn from USn.
7: change the decision of Rn to discard and map them

into US1.
8: return the uncovered unit spaces in US1, denoted as

Asp.
9: End

complexity of the algorithm mainly depends on the num-
ber of firewalls on the network path of the distributed
firewall and the execution efficiency of the FDM method.
In [8], the time complexity of FDM method is analyzed
in detail, which is O(k2n2), where n and k are the num-
ber and dimension of firewall rules respectively. From the
perspective of detection process, one of the main charac-
teristics of this method is that all firewalls in the network
path can be regarded as a whole and can comprehensively
discover the anomalies caused by multiple rules, it is no
longer limited to the traditional inter-firewall anomalies
detection algorithm, which can only discover the anoma-
lies between any two rules [1].

5 Performance Analysis and Sim-
ulation Results

5.1 Time Complexity Analysis

Suppose that there are t firewalls on the network path
from the most upstream firewall FW1 to the most down-
stream firewall FWt. For simplicity, suppose the rules
number of each firewall is n, then for Step (1) of Algo-
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rithm 1, the time complexity of FDM mapping for t fire-
walls is O(tk2n2). For Step (2), to calculate the overlap
of all unit spaces of the upstream firewalls, the execution
time of this step is mainly consumed in the circular ex-
ecution function Overlap(USi,USj), while there are two
mapping operations during each round of function execu-
tion. The first mapping is to generate the rule set Ri from
USi, change its decision value to discard, and then over-
write and map it to USj . Since the number of unit spaces
obtained by FDM is generally not more than that of the
original rules, the number of unit spaces contained in the
t unit space sets is also not more than n. Considering the
worst case, each unit space in USi is included in that of
USj , when mapping each rule corresponding to USi into
a multidimensional matrix, an existing unit space in the
multidimensional matrix will be divided into 2k sub-unit
spaces. Therefore, the time required for the first mapping
is:

ck
∑n

i=1 (n− i+ 2ki) = ck
∑n

i=1 [n+ (2k − 1)i]

= ck[n2 + (2k − 1)n(n+1)
2 ]

≤ ckn2 + ck2n(n+ 1) = ck(k + 1)n2 + ck2n

(1)

At this time, a maximum of 2kn unit spaces in the mul-
tidimensional matrix are not covered. Let us continue to
consider the second mapping operation, which includes
the process of generating the corresponding rule set from
the uncovered unit spaces USj−i∧j in USj , changing the
rule decision to discard, and mapping them into the origi-
nal USj . Different from the last mapping operation, there
are 2kn rules that need to be mapped to the multidimen-
sional space in turn. The time required is:

ck
∑2kn

i=1 (n− i+ 2ki) = ck
∑2kn

i=1 [n+ (2k − 1)i]

= ck[2kn2 + (2k − 1) 2kn(2kn+1)
2 ]

≤ 2ck2n2 + ck2n(n+ 1) = 4ck3n2 + 2ck3n

(2)

Considering the worst case, each unit space in USi is
included in USj , so the number of unit spaces overlapped
by USi and USj is exactly n, which means the overlap-
ping USi∧j of USi and USj contains n unit spaces. The
algorithm has t-2 cycles, so the time complexity of the
algorithm is O(tk3n2), where t is the total number of fire-
walls, k is the rule dimension and n is the number of
rules.

For Step (3), a corresponding rule is generated from the
overlapping area of US1,. . . ,USn−1, change the rules de-
cision to discard, and map it to the multidimensional ma-
trix space corresponding to the most downstream firewall.
This step is equivalent to performing an FDM mapping
operation. As mentioned earlier, in the worst case, the
overlap of US1,. . . ,USn−1 has n unit spaces correspond-
ing to n rules, so the time complexity of this mapping
operation is O(k2n2). Based on the above description,
the total time of the algorithm is the sum of these three
steps. Therefore, the worst-case time complexity of the
algorithm is O(Tworst)=O(tk3n2).

Figure 4: Intra-firewall: The average processing time for
eliminating anomalies.

5.2 Experimental Results

In order to test the effectiveness of our method, we refer
to the two virtual firewall policies given in [22], and use
our algorithm to analyze the policy anomalies between
the two firewalls. The specific configurations of the two
firewalls are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The upstream
firewall FWu contains ten rules and the downstream fire-
wall FWd contains seven rules.

Firstly, the intra-firewall anomaly analysis method is
used to eliminate the intra-firewall anomalies in the up-
stream firewall FWu and the downstream firewall FWd

respectively; Then, algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 are used
to discover the shadowing anomaly and the spuriousness
anomaly. The algorithms detects ten anomalies, including
four shadowing anomalies and six spuriousness anomalies,
which are consistent with the detection results in [22] and
the actual situation. These six spuriousness anomalies are
shown in Table 4.

Specifically, we first map FWu and FWd to Mk to form
a set of unit spaces USu and USd respectively; Then we
generate rules Rd from USd, change the decision of Rd to
discard, and map it to USu; Finally, the uncovered unit
spaces in the USu are the spuriousness anomaly Asp we
desired.

For example, data packet ”source IP =’B’, destination
IP =’M’, source port =’*’, destination port =’25’, pro-
tocol =’TCP’” matches rule 3. Obviously, the packet is
allowed to pass through the most upstream firewall FWu,
and blocked by the most downstream firewall FWd. As
mentioned earlier, if the upstream firewall permits net-
work traffic denied by the downstream firewall, a spuri-
ousness anomaly will occur. Therefore, rule 3 conforms
to the definition of spuriousness anomaly.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed al-
gorithm, we use Classbench [20] to generate six groups
of firewall policies, each of which contains 20, 50, 100,
200, 500 and 1000 rules respectively. Each group con-
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Table 2: The upstream firewall FWu policy

SourceIP DestIP SourcePort DestPort Prot Action
1 A,B,C H * 80 TCP discard
2 B,C M,N * 23,25 TCP discard
3 * M,N * * TCP accept
4 * * * * TCP discard
5 C,D,E H,K * 53 UDP discard
6 C,D,E * * 53 UDP accept
7 * * * * UDP discard

Table 3: The downstream firewall FWd policy

SourceIP DestIP SourcePort DestPort Prot Action
1 D,E,F O * 80 TCP accept
2 B O * 80 TCP accept
3 B M,N * 25 TCP accept
4 B M,N * 23 TCP accept
5 E,F * * 139 UDP accept
6 F H * 53 UDP accept

Table 4: Spuriousness anomalies detection result

SourceIP DestIP SourcePort DestPort Prot Action
1 A,B,C H * 80 TCP discard
2 A,B M,N * 23,25 TCP accept
3 * M,N * 23,25 TCP discard
4 A,C O * * TCP discard
5 * O * 80 TCP accept
6 * * * * TCP discard
7 C,D,E H * 53 UDP discard
8 * H * 53 UDP accept
9 E,F * * 139 UDP accept
10 * * * * UDP discard

Table 5: The time(ms) of anomalies detection

Method Anomalies Link100 Link200 Link300 Link400 Link500
Method-W Ash 279.24 337.30 351.25 362.62 400.46

Asp 26.61 32.23 35.02 50.45 54.20
Method-C Ash 212.45 264.05 300.26 335.80 371.45

Asp 14.24 26.05 21.65 35.06 37.09
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Figure 5: Intra-firewall: The number of rules after elimi-
nating anomalies.

tains three firewall policies on average, named FW1, FW2

and FW3. These algorithms were implemented in Java
JDK 1.6, and we conducted our experiments on a desktop
PC running Windows 7 with 4.0G memory and Intel(R)
Core(TM) Processor of 2.60GHz.

We first eliminate the intra-firewall anomalies, the av-
erage running time of the program is shown in Figure 4.
with the increase of the number of rules in firewall policy,
the time required to eliminate policy anomalies increases
accordingly. For example, when the number of firewall
rules is 500, the system processing time is 65ms, while
when the number of firewall rules reaches 1000, the system
only needs about 160ms. It can be seen that the execu-
tion time of the system roughly conforms to the quadratic
function curve, which also verifies the time complexity
O(k2n2) of FDM algorithm, and the execution efficiency
of the method is high. Figure 5 shows the amount of unit
space in each group of firewalls after eliminating policy
anomalies. The result also verify that the number of unit
spaces is less than the number of original rules.

In order to further evaluate the time performance of the
inter-firewall spuriousness anomaly detection algorithm,
we designed five different network paths to obtain the av-
erage processing time of the algorithm. For convenience,
each path contains four firewalls with the same number
of rules, expressed as FW1, FW2, FW3, FW4 from the
most upstream firewall to the most downstream firewall.
The number of firewall rules in these five network paths is
100, 200, 300, 400 and 500, respectively. Accordingly, we
record them as path 100, path 200, path 300, path 400,
and path 500. For example, path 100 means that there
are four firewalls in the network path, and each firewall
has 100 rules. The names of other paths follow the same
principle. We execute algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 on the
five paths respectively, the required running time of shad-
owing anomalies and spuriousness anomalies detected are
shown in Table 5.

Figure 6: Processing time of detecting the inter-firewall
anomalies

Figure 6 shows the time taken to detect the inter-
firewall anomaly for each path using the Method-C herein
and the Method-W described in [22], respectively. With
the increase of the number of firewall rules in the path, the
time required to detect firewall anomalies also increases.
For a network path with four firewalls, especially when the
number of rules in each firewall reaches 500, the method
in this paper can detect the shadowing anomalies in only
370ms. From the comparison results, it can be seen that
our algorithm has higher execution efficiency.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a method for detecting and eliminat-
ing the intra-firewall anomalies. This method can com-
pletely discover the anomalies while maintaining the con-
sistency, compactness and completeness of the original
firewall rules. Then the definition and classification of
inter-firewall anomalies are discussed, and an approach
of inter-firewall anomalies detection based on rule space
comparison is proposed. Theoretical analysis and simula-
tion results show that this method can detect shadowing
anomalies and spuriousness anomalies accurately and ef-
ficiently.
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